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ABSTRACT: Some natural deposits of soils under go heavy compression in their geological history due to the 
weight of overlying soils. These soils are called preconsolidated or over consolidated and have been subjected to 
larger stresses in the past than at present. The magnitude of expected settlement depends on the magnitude of 
loading of subsurface soils relative to magnitude of preconsolidation pressure. Preconsolidation pressure is 
generally determine using consolidation test data. Consolidation test is time consuming. In this paper attempt is 
made to determine preconsolidation pressure using soil index and plasticity characteristics. Numbers of datasets 
are used for studying preconsolidation pressure with soil index and plasticity characteristics. Various methods of 
evaluation of preconsolidation pressure are compared for different compressibility soils.  

1 Introduction  

The preconsolidation stress pc, is the maximum effective stress to which the soil has been exposed may result 
from loading . Geological evidence of past loadings should be used to estimate the order of magnitude of 
preconsolidation stresses before laboratory tests are performed. The casagrandes method of obtaining the 
preconsolidation pressure from consolidation test is based on the point of greatest curvature. The 
preconsolidation stress or maximum effective past pressure Pc experienced by the foundation soil is a principle 
factor in determining the magnitude of  settlement of structure supported by the soil. Pc is maximum effective 
stress to reach the situ soil has been consolidated by previous loading; it is boundary between recompression 
and virgin consolidation pressure applied to the foundation that exceed the maximum past pressure expressed by 
the soil may cause substantial settlement. The ratio of pre-consolidation pressure and present overburden 
pressure is known as over consolidation ratio (OCR). Based on OCR soils are classified as normally 
consolidated, over consolidated or under consolidated. Selection of consolidation parameters such as 
compression index (Cc) , Recompression index (Cr) or coefficient of volume change (mv) is on the basis of OCR 
for computing consolidation settlement. 

2 Review on various graphical methods  

Researchers found many graphical methods to evaluate preconsolidation pressure and these methods are 
usually based  on the relationship of experimental void ratio (e) and effective consolidation pressure (p’) All these 
methods are operator dependent as they require accurate reading of logarithmic scale, drafting capability and 
proper judgment of selecting the points. Casagrande Method, e-logp’ (1936) is the oldest method to evaluate 
preconsolidation pressure. This method remains a standard method in comparision to other methods (Jose et 
aI,1989). IS 8009:1976 (part – 1) recommends Casgrande  method to determine inter granular pressure. This 
method gives good results provided there is a well- defined break point in the e–log p’. It is based on the 
assumption that the soil experiences a change in stiffness, from a stiff response to a soft response, close to the 
preconsolidation stress. Schemertmann Method, e–log p’ (1955) is the adjustment of laboratory consolidation test 
results with an attempt to compensate for nominal sample disturbance effect. This method is basically for soft soil 
and not useful for stiff soil. Janbu Method (1969) propose that the consolidation stress could be determined from 
a plot of the constrained modulus (M = 1/ mv, where mv is the coefficient of volume compressibility) versus the 
axial stress in linear scale. Janbu suggested that for clays with high sensitivity and low OCR, p’c might often show 
up more distinctly in the stress – strain curve plotted using a linear scale.Pacheco Silva Method, e–log p’ (1970)  
seems very simple to draw and gives accurate results. It is very fast method and does not require any subjective 
interpretation results. It is not scale-dependent. It is more easy to use in soft soil where change in compressibility 
is not much evident. It is widely used in Brazil.  Pacheco Silva uses an empirical construction from e–log p’ curve, 
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where e  is  void ratio and p’ effective  stress.  The author  suggested  that  the  method  is  very fast and easy for 
determining  the of preconsolidation pressure from odeometer tests. Method does not require subjective 
interpretation of test result and it is not scale dependent. Butterfield Method, (1979) is based on the plot of 
variation between effective stress and volume change of specimen. The butterfield method has several variations 
in the literature such as log (1+e) - logσ’ ln (1+e) – lnσ’ approach.  The pre-consolidation pressure is defined as 
the intersection point of two fitted lines. Tavenas Method, (1979) assumed the linear relationship between strain 
energy and effective stress for the recompression part used directly from the laboratory recompression curve 
without considering the under – reloading portion of the test. For over consolidated samples, the stress-strain 
energy curve consists of two parts. The first part of the curve sharply rises than the second part. The intersection 
point of two–fitted lines is defined as preconsolidation pressure. Jose Method, log e – log p’ is a very simple 
approximate method to evaluate preconsolidation pressure. In this method intersection of two distinct straight 
lines, This is a direct method and free from any judgment errors in the location of maximum curvature point. 
Chetia, and Bora Method (1998) primarily considers the effects of stress history, their characterization and 
assessment in terms of their overconsolidation ratios (OCR). The major objective of the study is to establish an 
empirical relationship between the OCR and e/eL ratio. Nagaraj & Murthy (1986) proposed the following 
generalized relationship to predict the preconsolidation pressure of overconsolidated  saturated  uncemented 
soils. Strain energy – log stress Method , p’ ΔH /H –log p’(2000)  is proposed to determine pc’ .It is based on the 
Tavena method and according to Senol et al (2000) this method gave highest correlation coefficient as compared 
to other graphical methods in a particular condition. Senol (2005) tried to determine the method which gives less 
deviation (%) from the average values of preconsolidation pressure out of Casagrande, Travenas, Senol  
methods. In the concluding part the author proved that new method i.e. Senol method gave 16.5% deviation 
compared to Casagrande -41% and, Tavenas 24%. thus  Senol method gives more reliable results in a particular 
soil condition. Tan (2005) compared the results of graphical methods (Casagrande, Tavena, Butterfield) among 
ANN model was compared with actual preconsolidation pressure and among each other. It is found that ANN 
model has larger determination coefficient, lower SDR, lower RMSE, and lower MAE as compared to other 
methods.  

3 Sub soil characteristics of alluvial deposits of study area  

The subsoil characteristics of Surat city situated in south Gujarat region of Gujarat state in India and surroundings 
are studied. The study area is divided in the different zones of Surat and Surat urban development authorities 
(SUDA).The soil in most of the zones are stratified alluvial deposits under the alternate floods and tides. The city 
is subjected to frequent floods. The laboratory results of soil samples of different zones and different locations are 
studied. The depth of soil is about 3 m to 7 m for different locations representing the maximum stress zone for 
shallow foundations. The average range of soil properties are shown for alluvial deposits of Surat and 
surroundings in Table -1.  

Table  1 Subsoil characteristics of alluvial soils of study area. 

Soil Properties Most Range 
Liquid Limit (wL) 30 – 60 
Plastic Limit (wp) 20 – 30 

Plasticity Index (Ip) 15 – 30 
Void Ratio  (e0) 0.6 – 0.9 

Dry unit weight kN/m3 (γd) 14 – 16 
Water Content (w) 15 – 30 

Porosity (n0) % 40 – 46 
Fines %  60 - 90 
Clay % 20 – 30 
Silt % 40 – 60 

Compression Index (Cc) 0.15 – 0.30 
Compression Ratio (Cc’) 0.12 – 0.18 

Soil Classification Low to High Compressible Fine Grained Soil 

4 Empirical correlations for pre-consolidation Pressure and over consolidation ratio 

The stress history and present state of stress which influences settlement computation is reflected by pre-
consolidation pressure. The pre-consolidation pressure of a soil sample is generally determined by using direct or 
graphical procedure applied on experimental results. The determination methods of pre-consolidation pressure 
are Casagrande method (1936)  (e-logσ’) Schmertmann (1955) (e -logσ’),  Janbu (1969)  (ΔH/H - σ’) Butter field 
Ln(1+ e) - logσ’, Tavenas (1979) (ΔH/H - σ’), Burmister (ΔH/H - σ’), Vanzelst (ΔH/H - σ’), Strain energy – log 
stress (1979) (σΔH/H - σ’). The graphical method proposed by Casagrande is widely used for determination of 
Pre-consolidation pressure in practice. Senol (1997) et al, suggested that strain energy - log stress shows better 
results than other methods with a higher value of correlation coefficient. The ratio of pre-consolidation pressure 
and present overburden pressure is known as over consolidation ratio (OCR). Based on OCR soils are classified 
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as normally consolidated, over consolidated or under consolidated. Selection of consolidation parameters such 
as compression index (CC), Recompression index (Cr) or coefficient of volume change (mv) is on the basis of 
OCR for computing consolidation settlement. The correlations are also suggested by researchers to obtain Pre-
consolidation pressure and OCR stats and Kulhavy (1984), Nagaraj and Murthy (1985), Chetia and Bora (1998) 
etc. Table-2 shows typical ranges of over consolidation margin for classification of  normal or heavy consolidated 
soils.  

Table 2. Typical ranges of Over Consolidation Margins (OCM) 

OCM (KPa) Classification 
0 Normally Consolidated 

0 – 100 Slightly over consolidated 
100 – 400 Moderately over consolidated 

> 400 Heavily over consolidated 
    
 
Nagraj et al (1991)  shows that the position of rebound paths depends on the value of maximum preconsolidation 
pressure Pc and hence equation for generalized compression path for over consolidation states can be derived 
incorporating this additional parameter Pc as 
 

℮ \ ℮L =1.122 - 0.188 log Pc – 0.0463 Po .                                                          (1) 
 

Using soil index and consolidation test data of alluvial deposits of south Gujarat region  new empirical 
correlations are derived for pre consolidation pressure kN/m2 and over consolidation ratio for alluvial deposits . 
 

Pc  =  137.924 – 0.179 po -30.48 (e/eL)  kN/m2                                                                               (2)   

      

OCR = 1.85  - 0.007 po -  0.255 (e/eL )                                                             (3) 
 

Where 
e = void ratio, 
eL = void ratio at liqlid limit, 
pc = preconsolidation presssure in kN/m2, 
p0 = existing over burden pressure in kN/m2 

 
 
Fig 1 shows comparison of pre-consolidation pressure from test results and correlations. Predicted 
preconsolidation pressure is also compared with preconsolidation pressure using ANN as shown in fig 2. Fig 3 
shows comparison of predicted and measured over consolidation ratio. 
 

R2 = 0.7478
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Figure 1 Comparison of preconsolidation pressure from test results  and correlation 
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Performance Pc 
MSE 139.290043 
NMSE 0.253502261 
MAE 8.739715753 
Min Abs Error 0.058898319 
Max Abs Error 33.6828836 
r 0.864737417 

 
Figure   2 Predicted preconsolidation pressure compared with preconsolidation pressure using ANN 

 
 
                      Figure 3 Predicted and measured over consolidation ratio 

5 Conclusion  

Using soil index and consolidation test data new empirical correlations are derived for pre consolidation pressure 
kN/m2 and over consolidation ratio for alluvial deposits . 
 

Pc = 137.924 – 0.179Po - 30.48 (e/eL)  kN/m2   R2 = 0.7478                                       (4) 
                                     OCR = 1.85 - 0.007 Po - 0.255 (e/eL)           R2 = 0.793                                      (5)  
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